
Job Descriptions various categories of labour in FCI 

 

 In case of contract system the labour supplied by the contractors for FCI 

operations included only two categories, i.e. loader and casual labour. There is 

no system of gang formation in the case of contract labour.  

 

The same categorization of labour also continues in NWNP system where the 

nomenclature used is 'Handling labour' and 'Ancillary Labour' respectively. In the 

sense, there is no provision for Sardar and Mandal in NWNP system.  

 

However in the Departmental and DPS system, Labour are categorized as 

Ancillary Labour/Handling Labour, Mandal and Sardar. The existing job 

description of various categories of labour has been defined as under:  

 

Sardar: Coordinates and supervises the various operations of his gang. Sardar 

has to ensure speedy working by his gang, proper weighment, and stacking of 

the bags and expeditious loading/unloading of wagons and trucks.  

 

Mandal: Ensures weighment of the food grain bags on beam-scales and in 

cases where no weighment is required; the Mandal is deployed as a handling 

labour. 

 

Handling labour: Works in a gang to lift, carry, stack, load /unload food grain 

bags, gunny bales and other commodities.  

 

Ancillary Labour: Perform miscellaneous work viz. Cleaning of godowns, 

collection of scattered food grains, opening and closing of godown shutters, 

erection of fences, road, repairs, shifting of damaged, salvaged bags, carrying 

spreading of wooden crates, assist in spraying / fumigation shunting of wagon, 

covering of tarpaulins of stocks/opening/cleaning/closing/sealing/cleaning/ 

shunting of wagon/covering of stocks by tarpaulin inside & outside godown. 

 

The concept of weightment using weighing scale has become obsolete with the 

introduction of weigh bridges and hence the role of Mandal needs to be analyzed 

afresh. 

 

 

 



 

 Category wise job description detail 

Sardar Mandal Handling labour 

 Function as leader of 
handling gang. 
 

 Exercise adequate 
control over his gang 
for timely and proper 
completion of work. 

 

 Co-ordinate and 
supervise the various 
steps of operations, i.e. 
unloading, weighment, 
stacking at the time of 
receipt and reverse 
operations at the time 
of issue/dispatches by 
rail or road of food 
grains bags. 

 
 Ensure accuracy of 

weighments and 
ensure observance of 
various rules of 
handling, stacking 
safety and discipline 
among handling and 
Ancillary labour. 

 
 Responsible for 

ensuring speedy 
working by the gang, 
proper weighing and 
stacking of the bags 
and to expedite loading 
/ unloading of wagons 
and trucks. 

 
 Ensure that sweepings 

in the wagons and on 
the scale points are 

 General supervision 
of 
the gang in the 
absence of Sardar. 
 

 Mandal will weigh the 
food grain bag on 
beam  
Scale 
 

 When there is no 
weighment Mandal 
has to work as a part 
of the gang and 
perform duties of 
Handling labour. 
 

 Any other supervisory 
duties assigned by 
the Depot Officer 
Shed In- charge. 
 

 To get the bags stack 
in countable & 
standard position and 
in perfect manner so 
as to avoid falling of 
stack in any way. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Load, unload food grains 
bags, gunny bales and 
other commodities to or 
from railway wagons, 
trucks and other vehicle 
whether mechanized or 
otherwise. 

 
 Carry food grain bags on 

head/back to platform, 
shed, inside the godown 
as circumstances may 
require and build stacks 
upto prescribed height as 
ordered. 

 
 Weighment of food grains 

bags, physical verification, 
standardization of bags 

 
 Break the stacks and re-

stack them according to 
requirements 
 

 Unloading from wagons / 
trolleys / trucks and 
stacking in godowns 
 

 Unloading from wagons 
and loading into trolleys 
when required 

 
 Re-stacking food grain 

bags in godowns and 
loading and stacking into 
transport vehicles. 
 

 Unloading from wagons at 
the godowns siding and 
stacking in shed/ platform 



properly cleaned before 
bagging and the bags 
are properly stitched. 

 
 Any other supervisory 

duties assigned by the 
Depot Officer Shed in-
charge. 

 

/ground. 
 

 Loading into trolleys from 
godowns served with 
sidings when required. 

 
 Handling operation as per 

the clause applicable 
 

 Stacking should always in 
countable position. 

 


